Silent Killer—Beverly Barton
Cypress Nights—Stella Cameron
Thigh High—Christina Dodd
Scandal Sheet—Gemma Halliday
Against All Odds—Irene Hannon
Ice—Linda Howard
Pursuit—Karen Robards
Acts of Mercy—Mariah Stewart
Running Hot—Jayne Ann Krentz
The Wild Zone—Joy Fielding
Hot Pursuit—Suzanne Brockmann
My Cousin Rachel—Daphne Du Maurier

Lavender Morning—Jude Devereaux
Second Sight—Amanda Quick
Sizzle and Burn—Jayne Ann Krentz
Shadow Music—Julie Garwood
Mr. and Miss Anonymous—Fern Michaels
Die For You—Lisa Unger
Bloodlines—Dinah McCall
Burning Wild—Christine Feehan
Southern Lights—Danielle Steel
Hot Stuff—Janet Evanovich
The Killing Edge—Heather Graham
Don’t Look Down—Jennifer Crusie
Ghost Shadow—Heather Graham
Blood Ransom—Lisa Harris
Forget Me Not—Vicki Hinze
The Dead Travel Fast—Deanna Raybourn
Indigo Blue—Catherine Anderson
In Harm’s way—Irene Hannon
Emerald Embrace—Shannon Drake

We’ll Meet Again—Mary Higgins Clark
Lethal Justice—Fern Michaels
Drawn in Blood—Andrea Kane
The Mist—Carla Neggers
One Scream Away—Kate Brady
Whispered Lies—Sherrilyn Kenyon
Mischief 24/7—Kasey Michaels
Rebecca’s Tale—Sally Beauman
Love Me to Death—Allison Brennan
Senseless—Mary Burton
Stolen Fury—Elisabeth Naughton
Count to Ten—Karen Rose
Down River—Karen Harper
Wicked Lies—Lisa Jackson
Something About You—Julie James
In Their Footsteps—Tess Gerritsen
Sleep No More—Susan Crandall
The Wrong Side of Dead—Jordan Dane
A Hidden Affair—Pam Jenoff
Night Fall—Cherry Adair